
Born 1760, Hokusai and his work are the emblem of Japanese art.  
Original poet and author of thousands prints,  hundreds of 
paintings and cover books, Hokusai appears as a workaholic. 
Considered at his t ime like an eccentric,  he says about himself 
« crazy about paint ». He was so inhabited by his art  that he did 
not paint to live, he lived to paint.  During more than 70 years of 
career,  he did not stop evolving, renewing his art  and his 
technique by drawing as much from the Chinese and Japanese 
traditional painting as to the sources springs of the west to manage 
to create masterpieces internationally known as " the Wave ». His 
fame so quickly crossed the seas as 10 years after his death, 
Hokusai is a real legend. We appreciate his eccentricity close to 
the madness, his sensibility, passionate and disillusioned his 
atti tude towards the art.  All the forms have their own dimensions 
which we have to respect; but you should not forget that these 
things belong to a universe the harmony of which we never have to 
break. Such is my art of the painting. He collaborates with the 
literary world and begins to paint on silk, composes poems and 
writes narratives. He illustrates albums, books and prints which 
knowing an immediate success. We recognize its sense of 
observation, i ts taste for the satire and his sympathy for the 
common people of craftsmen and farmers. He is the creator and 
initiator of mangas from 1810 … in Japanese, the manga word 
means « diverse drawings and whims ». He also learns the western 
painting through the art  of Shiba Kôkan (1747-1818), he is the 
first one to realize prints on copper. We tell  that he painted a thick 
cloud of sparrows on a grain of rice; another time, he paints 
sinuous lines on a sliding door  (fusuma) with a broom dipped into 
the blue ink, then having plunged the legs of a cock into some red 
ink, he releases it  on the panel.  
Once the door raised, we recognize maple leaves strewing the river 
Tatsuta. He would have painted with fingers, the nails,  a shell  of 
egg, the handle of a brush or diverse materials.  In 1844, he paints 
dragons in the clouds. His last dragon flies away over the Mount 
Fuji.  
« Since the age of six years,  I  had the mania to draw the forms of 
objects. . .  but I  am dissatisfied with all  that I  made before the age 
of seventy years.  At ninety, I  shall  arrive at the bottom of things 
and at the age of hundred and ten, either a point,  or a line, 
everything will  be alive ». 
« As a ghost I  shall  walk of a light step on the fields of the 
summer  ».  Farewell poem of Hokusaï 


